How Managed and Cloud Service
Providers (M/CSPs) unlock growth
with Awingu®

THE MSP CHALLENGE
The managed services and cloud services markets are growing at the speed
of light. Analyst company MarketsandMarkets expects the MSP market to
grow at a yearly CAGR of 9.3% and reach $282Bn in size by 2023.
When ‘Googling’ for the top MSP challenges, you’ll find many, many hits.
We filtered out the vendor-specific angles in most of these studies and
surveys, and they come down to:

Signing up new customers: where a lot of MSP initially grew from
referrals, that is not enough. Finding lead generation and customer
acquisition mechanisms that are cost-effective is key to growth (and
survival).
Keeping margins under control: with increases in scale, commoditization
of cloud services (think of Microsoft Office 365), margins for MSPs are
under pressure.
Marketing & positioning: when growing in scale, MSPs need to
differentiate themselves. The ‘me-too’ position from the old days doesn’t
work anymore.
Technology choices: MSP services are built on technology. Obviously,
searching the right solutions and vendors is a key to success; it drives costs
(license costs, required infrastructure, number of support calls needed, etc.)
and revenue opportunities (perceived customer value, willingness to pay) as
well as agility and the ability to differentiate.

Security: businesses are increasingly aware of IT security challenges and
compliance. As it is high on the end-customers list, it’s equally important
for the MSP.
Finding and keeping (key) resources: this is obviously not a challenge
specific to the MSP market. Yet, with a shortage in talented engineers,
technical sales, etc., this is high on a lot of MSPs’ agenda.
Uptime & scalability: as MSPs (need to) grow, they increasingly face
scalability issues. “Start small and grow from there.” It’s a good motto but
doesn’t apply to the MSP business: technology choices must be made
thoroughly and a strong technology strategy must be in place from day
one.
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HOW CAN MSPs
LEVERAGE AWINGU®?
Awingu® is a Unified Workspace solution.
It’s an alternative to classic VDI solutions.
End-users simply access their workspace including legacy Windows, Linux
applications and full desktops, file shares,
etc. – all in an HTML5-environment via any
browser.
The access runs in a fully secured context,
and there is nothing to install on the enduser device. As such, it offers full mobility
without any device lock-in.
From an architecture perspective, Awingu®
is delivered under the form of a Linux based
Virtual Appliance. It’s installed as a gateway
on top of a classic back-end: Active
Directory, external IdP, RDP based app
servers & full desktops, web applications
and file servers. The architecture is easy to
setup and maintain, it’s scalable and costefficient.
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AWINGU® WAS BUILT
WITH M/CSP IN MIND?















Multi-tenant - each tenant can connect
with a different AD or even multiple AD’s
One Login – full Single Sign-On is
possible, external IdPs are supported
Runs in your cloud of choice
Can be branded (to the M/CSP and/or
end-customer)
Blends SaaS and Legacy in one
experience (e.g. Office 365 or GSuite)
No local device hassle: full HTML5
Built-in suite of security & compliance
features
Open API
Leverages standard technologies (and
existing investments)

When it comes the deployment models, we see the following 2 emerge: an
‘Awingu®-as-a-Service’ and a full ‘Workspace-as-a-Service’. Both models
can obviously be blended and mixed.

®
1 Awingu -as-a-Service



Host and manage the Awingu® virtual appliance



Interesting to micro and SMB customers

2 Workplace-as-a-Service



Host and manage full desktops or app offerings



Mix and match legacy with SaaS



Full outsourcing service for micro and SMB customers
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WHY M/CSPs CHOSE AWINGU®
Competitive
TCO

Secure

Competitive
TCO

OSE AWINGU®
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Platform
agnostic

Secure

Simplicity

Finally, it will connect to classic file systems
via WebDAV and CIFS and with cloud
storage environments such as Microsoft’s
OneDrive.

Simplicity

Awingu® leverages on your company’s
current architecture and is deployed as a
virtual appliance on most hypervisors. This
can be a private or public cloud. From
there, Awingu® will connect into a classic
back-end environment. It will link with
Active Directory, LDAP or an external IdP
for user management. It will connect to
application servers running Microsoft RDP
for legacy applications or desktops. Web
applications (e.g. intranet) can be
connected via the Awingu® Reverse Proxy.
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ABOUT THE AWINGU® ARCHITECTURE

For end-users, everything is available in a
browser via Awingu®’s online workspace.
No need to install agents, plug-ins, etc.

Platform
agnostic

WHY M/CSPs C
Open architecture

Simple gateway architecture

Awingu®’s virtual appliance uses standard protocols
(e.g. RDP, CIFS) to communicate to the back-end:
easy to set up and manage | aggregates legacy RDP
Apps & desktops, file servers, websites & SaaS

Multi-tenant & easy to scale

Service provider ready with built-in multi-tenancy,
even from one single VM deployment | ‘stackable’
architecture: just add VM’s when more users are
needed

Easy to connect and leverage external services out of
the box (e.g. MFA, printing, auto provisioning, …) | use
Awingu® Open API for automation

Lightweight & any cloud

Virtual Appliance can run on as little as 1 Linux VM
for up to 500 concurrent app sessions | Available for
all main hypervisors and public clouds | all features run
from the same product

Single sign-on

Leverage AD / Windows credentials or external IdP |
SSO with RDP, reverse proxy, SaaS or file servers

Secure & compliant

Built-in features such as MFA, SSL certificates,
usage auditing, granular controls etc. | adds security
on top of naked RDS access
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ZOOM-IN:
AWINGU®-AS-ASERVICE
Let’s have a closer look into the typical
(simplified) architecture of the first model.
Set up Awingu®’s Virtual Appliance with
multiple tenants. Each tenant…







Connects to the back-end of a unique
customer in a remote datacenter (VPN
needed between the on-premises
datacenter and the hosted Awingu®
platform)
Connects to a unique AD (and/or
external IdP)
Can be branded
Can have specific security rules (e.g.
MFA)

Note: stable connectivity required
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ZOOM-IN:
AWINGU®-AS-ASERVICE
End-users log in via the browser and get
HTML5 access to their published apps,
desktops & file shares. This means there is
no management required of the end-user
devices. Interesting: Awingu®’s usage audit
and/or Open API can be used to trigger
billing.
The simplicity of the model, both in initial
setup, as in the addition of new customers
is what makes this attractive for a lot of
MSPs.

“Especially M/CSPs that have
existing or prospect customers with
native RDP based platforms have an
easy up-sell path”
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ZOOM-IN: WORKPLACEAS-A-SERVICE

ZOOM-IN: WORKPLACE-AS-A-SERVICE

Technically

Technically, you’re not using a different
Awingu® product to build a ‘Workspace-asa-Service’. And that’s the beauty of it. The
architecture is equally simple, but here the
full infrastructure is hosted (and managed)
by the M/CSP.
Like the Awingu®-as-a-Service architecture,
the access to the Awingu® virtual appliance
is shared between end-customers. Each
customer will typically get its own tenant
which…
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Connects to the back-end of a unique
customer (note: Apps/desktops running
in the backend can be shared across
tenants to optimize costs if desired – this
setup is independent of Awingu®)
Connects to a unique AD (and/or
external IdP) (shared AD is also possible)






Can have specific security rules (e.g.
MFA)
Can be branded to the end-customers
Can connects in Single Sign-On to own
set of SaaS services

End-users log in via the browser and get
HTML5 access to their published apps,
desktops & file shares and thus no
management required of the end-user
devices. Awingu®’s usage audit and/or
Open API can be used to trigger billing.
M/CSPs can decide to use Awingu® as the
main portal of entry, but they can also
integrate Awingu® into other portals.
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“Workspace-as-a-Service models are often
provided as part of an integrated
outsourcing and transformation project”
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XTECHS.SUPPORT PROVIDES CUSTOMERS EASY &
SECURE REMOTE ACCESS VIA AWINGU®-AS-ASERVICE OFFERING
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Xtechs is a 5 FTE Managed Service
Provider based in Roseville,
California (USA). They provide Endto-End services to small and midsized businesses across the state.
XTECHS was founded in 2000 as a
PC shop under the name ‘XTECHS
Computer Repair’ In 2014 they
decided to extend the business
into managed services for SMBs.
Today, Managed Services for SMBs
constitute the bulk of the business.
“We don’t believe in a one-sizefits-all approach. Our customers
get a very tailored solution and
approach that suits their specific
needs and budget,” says Nik
Margulski (Systems Engineer at
XTECHS.support). In fact, XTECHS
delivers a wide set of managed
services and solutions to its
customers ranging from backup to
device management to managed
hosting. The majority of customers
are hosted in XTECHS’ data center
(colocation-based), and when
applicable and the business case

makes sense, Amazon AWS or
Microsoft Azure are also used.
“That said, a lot of our customers
also have on-prem infrastructure
running” adds Nik.
Even with a small team,
XTECHS.support manages to
support a large and growing
number of businesses and endusers. Making strong and
differentiating technology choices
are key to success: a simple
solution to setup and manage, as
well as great performance, optimal
security & SMB-level pricing are
key drivers.
In his search for “remote working”
solutions, Nik found Awingu®. He
was looking for a simple solution
that they could manage and
operate, that would be simple to
use for his end-users, and, didn’t
have a ‘lock-in’ for certain device
and OS platforms.

Simplicity Platform Secure Competi ve
agnostic
TCO

WHYM/CSPs CHOSE AWINGU®

"Awingu® is a great solution, it just
works.”
Nik Margulski System Engineer at xTechs (US)
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A little more than 6 months into
the launch of Remote Workspace,
XTECHS has almost 15% of its
users running on its ‘Remote
Workspace’ platform. Awingu® has
grown into a default part of the
offering. And where today, XTECHS
is mainly providing Awingu®-as-aService, it sees requests and
traction to move entire
infrastructures into its managed
cloud. As such, they will also be
providing a full ‘Workplace-as-aService” offer. The performance
and manageability in this scenario
are a lot higher, equally so for the
revenue and margin opportunities.

SE AWINGU®

“The performance is great. Some
of our customers used to have
VPN-based access into their CRM
and database applications. This
was very inefficient and bandwidth
consuming. With Awingu® the
experience is a lot smoother and
faster” says Nik Margulski.
“Awingu® is an easy upsell.

Customers are quickly convinced
of the added value. We simply
provide them with a demo account
on our “Remote Workspace”
platform. When they test the user
experience they are often blownaway and immediately sold.“

Secure Competitive
TCO

XTECHS markets their Awingu®
platform under the name ‘Remote
Workspace’. They started by
deploying a multi-tenant Awingu®
platform in their colocation data
center. It’s provided “as-a-Service”
to customers in a hybrid mode.
Today, customers connect their file
and app servers running in their
own infrastructure with XTECHS’
Awingu® platform. Each customer
has its own tenant. Typically,
customers are charged a monthly
price per user – other options are
also possible.
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CONCLUSION
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Awingu® can help M/CSPs in their challenges. There is not one single route
to success, that’s clear.
If we go back to the challenges in the beginning of the paper, we see that
Awingu® tackles most of these in a significant way:

Sign-up new customers: the Awingu®-as-a-Service model enables
inexpensive upsell to existing and new customers doing RDP with an easy
demo, pre-sales and trial platform.
Keep margins under control: you are in control of your pricing and cost
structures. Our pricing is attractive as well! Margins of 30% and more
should be the default.
Marketing & positioning: Built your own flavours and offers in an easy
way. Awingu® is an enabler, not the final product. Maybe your Workplaceas-a-Service offering for example comes with a default ERP, or maybe you
provide flexible SLA’s, …

Simplicity Plat
agn

Technology choices: don’t be in a vendor lock-in that dictates your ways.
With Awingu®, you are in control. Your Cloud of choice, your endpoint of
choice, etc.
Security: Awingu® was built with security in mind; a lot of must-have
features are built-in and come with the package (MFA, SSL, granular
controls, Auditing, …)

Finding and keeping (key) resources: clearly, Awingu® can’t help here.
But… as Awingu® really is simple to operate, adding new technical people
on the team won’t require extensive and expensive trainings specific to
Awingu®. They will be up-and-running in no time.

WHYM/C

Uptime & Scalability: start small with one single Virtual Machine and
easily scale from there. Awingu® has its own load balancing tools etc builtin to facilitate scaling.
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ABOUT AWINGU®

OFFICES
NYC

HQ Ghent, Belgium

TIMELINE
2011
Founded

STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIPS

2014
Rebranding to Awingu®

2013
First release “Cloud Desktop”

2017
Gartner Cool Vendor

2015
Awingu® 3.x

2018
Awingu® 4.x

RECOGNITIONS
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Awingu® was founded in the end of 2011 and commercially launched in 2014.
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Today, Awingu® is available on an international scale and
active in over 20 countries spanning across every continent.
The Awingu® software is distributed through a global
distribution network and sold via a primarily partner-driven
model, and we are proud to have strategic partnerships with
technology giants such as BlackBerry, Barracuda and
Microsoft. Furthermore, Awingu® is also available via the
Microsoft Azure Marketplace.

Walter Van Uytven
CEO, Awingu®

In times where the ‘friction’ between IT departments and the
end-users has never been bigger, we are dedicated to close
that gap. Awingu®’s easy-to-use and highly secure unified
workspace balances end-users' requests for a seamless
experience to work anywhere, on any device with the IT
administrators’ worries about the security of their data and
the complexity of their infrastructure.
At Awingu®, we are dedicated to improving the life of every
stakeholder in the company by easily, securely and costefficiently enabling the future of work – one where the
workspace is digital, not physical.

Simplicty Platform Secure Competi ve
agnostic TCO
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

WHYM/CSPsCHOSEAWINGU®

Arnaud Marlière is Awingu®’s CMO since 2016 and VP at
Awingu® Inc. since 2020. He also leads diverse strategic
partnerships such as Microsoft and BlackBerry for Awingu®.
Prior to working at Awingu®, Arnaud worked at strategic
consulting firm The Boston Consulting Group and held
different roles at Belgium’s national incumbent telco
Belgacom (now Proximus).

Arnaud Marlière
CMO, Awingu®
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